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Abstract

Physical education is a disciplinary product of the modern rationalism period; as a consequence it is embedded in the weaknesses of the anthropological Cartesian dualism, where Human Being is studied within the framework of body and soul separation. Physical Education is then centred and closely concerned with the tangible and object part of Human Kind, focused on training and measuring its physical components and all kind of its extensions and expression. But, fortunately, Human Being is much more than this, constructed with a huge complex set of actions and interactions. Therefore, Human Complexity cannot be perceived and understood within that scientific Cartesian paradigm once it would have to be constrained to develop all human kind potential. Instead, knowledge about Human Being has to be grounded and perceived within Human Motricity as a whole.

This paper intends to state the fundamentals for what we labelled as Human Motricity Science, a new conception that, although emerging from Physical Education theoretical and professional debate (we do not deny history), it represents an epistemological rupture adapted to the overall shift from simplicity to complexity paradigm.

Human Motricity Science focus on all human activities in which we can identify any human and intentional movement for transcendence. This human movement that aims transcendence requires, nevertheless, *praxis* – a social practice. As for all other human sciences, Human Motricity Science is not a mere descriptive and neutral science once it has its own specific concreteness conditions or *poiesis*. Human Motricity Science intends to understand and to serve Humankind, Society and History.

Finally, this science involves a new concept of Man. Man is defined as the whole set of body, soul, desire, nature and society acting in an unlimited and intentional movement for transcendence, which is subsequently considered as the sense for humankind and its life.
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1. Framing the Problem

1.1 Moving

The reform of human way of thinking is something that Edgar Morin has been studying for a long time. In *Courrier de l’Unesco* Morin states that “until the mid-twentieth century, most sciences based their methods on specialization and abstraction, *i.e.* reducing knowledge of a whole to knowledge of its constituents parts (as though the organization of a whole did not generate new properties in relation to those of its separate parts). Their key concept was determinism, in other words, the denial of random factors and new factors and the application of the mechanical logic artificial machines to problems of living beings and social life […] the dogma of universal determinism has collapsed. The Universe is not subject to the absolute sovereignty of order; it is the outcome of a “dialogical” relationship (…) between order, disorder and organization”.

According to Morin (1996) there are three theories that distressed the Cartesian paradigm routines: The Theory of Information where both order and disorder cohabit in the Universe; the Cybernetics Theory that disrupts the idea of linear casualty since causes act on the effect and the effect influences causes; the Systemic Theory, which underlines that the whole is more than the sum of its parts. However, in order to understand the Paradigm Shift we have to point out the contributions of scientists as Von Neumann, Van Foester, Atlan and Prigogine.

In his theory of self-organization automata Von Neumann considered the difference between artificial automata and “living machines”; he pointed to the paradox whereby the components of artificial machines, although very well designed and engineered, deteriorate as soon as the machine starts to operate. Living machines on the other hand, are made of extremely unreliable components, which are constantly subject to deterioration. However, these machines have the unusual property to being able to develop and reproduce themselves. Von Foester’s contribution was to establish the order from noise principle which sates that all chaos is the beginning of a new order. Henri Atlan presents another theory where he emphasizes the role of chance as an organizer establishing a dialogue between order-chaos-organization hence the principle of the Universe. Prigogine also introduced the idea of organization coming from chaos.

Summing up, everything that was acquired by the Cartesian paradigm shattered before the assumptions of the Complexity paradigm. The Cartesian paradigm led to a separation between the free and conscious Man and the determinism of Nature. According to Kant, the expression *I think* is common to all the representations; therefore it is the subject who creates the object which cannot be external to the subject.

As I see it, developing science within the Complexity paradigm constitutes a poetic act, with huge amounts of unities and interactions, challenging our calculus capacities spreading uncertainty among richly organized systems - to determine complexity can no longer be done following a rigid empiricism, which considers that only the object creates the subject, since the subject also creates the object. In fact, the affective Man belongs to the cognoscenti act; therefore to know is not a rational privilege. Clearly, science does not emerge straightforward as a rational discourse so it is allowable to consider that affectivity fulfils a critical function.
So, is it possible a meaningful life without affectivity?

After the unforgettable atrocities experienced during the 2\textsuperscript{nd} World War and the ruthless aversion to multiculturalism (e.g. Auschwitz) and after Fascism and Stalinism some authors confessed to have surrendered to the great science acquisitions of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century; in fact, Horkheimer, Adorno, Popper and Marcuse, among others, sturdily claimed against those Reason atrocities converted into Power. At this point we could say that Auschwitz and Hiroshima strike the end of the modern rational Cartesian subjectivism, which excludes everything external to it and where the Self was the Absolute and the surrounding reality was just an apprehensible form. However it was at the primacy of subject’s age that the same subject was sacrificed at the altar of fetishes-values such as State, Society, Revolution and so forth, almost reduced to dust. The Frankfurt School and Popper, Gadamar and the majority of the post-war philosophy representatives revealed upon the strength of Reason, that all the truth is relative and Finite cannot be baffled with the Absolute. We do not want to become obstinate apologists of irrationality as the previously mentioned authors didn’t either. When Popper (1999) rejects any totalitarian conception of science; when the hermeneutic Gadamer, (1965) states that science is pure interpretation in a humble rejection of any kind of absolutism (although he emphasizes that interpretation is a creative act); when Marcuse (1968) questions industrial rationality with its erotic thought, all of them confirm, in their own way, May 68’ slogan “Power to the Imagination”.

The correction that Contemporary philosophy introduces in the repository of classical philosophy (started with Plato, Aristotle and Saint Augustine) seems appropriate: it reminds us that Reason is not constructed, does not know nor is known if it ignores the historical circumstances or if it is indifferent towards erotic thought, which after all, is imagination. Through imagination, the dialectic burst rather than focusing on negativity, empowers pleasantly and prevails upon what else could be out there. Both Gadamar (1965) and Habermas (1985) associate inhuman aspects of our societies to the victory of Positivism with the insensate pretension of submitting Man analysis to the same paradigm still used in physical and mathematical sciences.

Jean-Jacques Wunenburger (1990) advises the inflexible to think the new, answering the question of “how to think the difference”? How can we deal with multiplicity, diversity and complexity of the real? Will it still be justifiable to keep on entrenching in the principle of non-contradiction?

Along time Philosophy always struggled with the distance between thought and reality and between languages and things. Starting from unity, dyad and triad figures Reason has never overcome the stable essence of the same questions. Wurnenburger (1990) presents the idea of Contradictory Duality Paradigm in which tension between opposites generate a precarious equilibrium point, which could play the role of a third force or third element that opposite forces don’t confine within themselves; he argues that with the triadic thought, complexity could be explained and operational.

Apparently sustaining a dialectic affiliation, Wunenburnger’s reading reinforces the existing critique to traditional Reason that looked at the human body as a physical concept, an ignored extension, and Reason in the Truth that was rationally founded. Returning to Spinoza (1675) when he asked in “Ethics”:” What can a body do?” he looks for the immanent powers of the body, analyses, identifies and sees the difference. Thus, we can consider that Spinoza was a pioneer. While the identity principle is the support of imperial reason (anamnesis), the principle of diversity in
complexity underlines the reason of difference and singularity. The body is not only physical – it is the difference and therefore it moves. Motricity or the capability to action is the reason to movement and not the other way around. The body has an original desire, a perfect random event that self sufficiency of the reason is not able to understand. It is then necessary to build the right path from Physical to Motricity (bearing in mind the meaning of this word within Phenomenology) to cause the shift from one to another kind of mental organization. A catastrophic-event (René Thom) is urgent, a bifurcation in Ilya Prigogine. Let us make the “chaos creator”. Order is worthless.

Knowledge, instead of generating certainties, dismantles them patiently. And the scientist has to face a challenge, before others: how to deal with uncertainty? Modernity created the history of sciences as a linear and continuous process, using an exclusively logical mathematical argumentation. Nowadays, science demands to be acknowledged by validity, critical sense and not truth. To generalize what is temporal and periodic is consistent with the intention of destroying time and History itself. There is no Absolute in time or time in Absolute. Moreover, a preliminary knowledge becomes naturally dynamic and inquiring. Academic life shall be characterized by a pluralist, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary context, exhibiting a permanent commitment to a deconstruction-construction process of scientific knowledge. If the real is complex and imprecise all the ties become weak, insufficient and constructed. It is not stated that sciences shouldn’t seek for precision and systematization of categories and concepts but they should seek for firmness within the imprecision’s sphere.

Can we consider sciences as a complete and absolute knowledge? Sciences - because they shatter knowledge and Man; because sciences only are real when connected with each other; because the construction of new paradigms, as an answer to the global crises of a divided, atomized and disorientated conscience, appeals to the necessity of a holo-gnoseology and holo-axiology with the presence of art, politics, philosophy and religion - they are not just one knowledge next to others, because they can not invent or find the complexity of the human phenomenon.

Where disorder is able to rival with order, where discontinuous and vagueness are asserted, where deterministic predictability does not prevail, science exhibits unsurpassable difficulties in understanding totality and in understanding itself as a totality. Hence the time has come to ask for imagination’s help since it has the capability to emerge new meanings. In Heidegger (1927)”Sein und Zeit” poetry is the most pure and ontologically meaningful human discourse. In fact, science, as positivism fiercely defended, is not the universal criterion in all existence. Science doesn’t even explain a human tear. Thus, it is understandable that human vocation is not only to rationalize but to live. When Prigogine (1967) stated the concept of dissipative structure, where order and disorder reveal themselves capable of self-organization and, consequently, entropy came out as a creator of disorder and structure, coherence and new properties, he was already anticipating, in his own way, the chaos theory (that Prigogine explains, later, in the 4th chapter of La Fin des Certitudes, in 1996) and the Benoît Mandelbrot’s Fractal Geometry.

The emergence of increasing levels of complexity shows that everything is moving: Man, Nature, Society and History…

When we talk about Man, to move is a sign of hope at the existential level and not only at the mechanical or physical level. To move was, according to Hegel
(Descartes said the same, but in a different way) to limit the physical, more or less devoid of reason, to the supreme decisions of absolute spirit. Physical Education and Sports were mainly seen as physical exercises (see Pierre de Coubertin’s definition of sports, 1922) and aimed to materialize the purposes of reason. José María Cavigal (1972) speaks about Physical Education as “an integrally human science” combining gymnastics, games and sports with an educative objective.

The epistemological rupture, which is the passage from Cartesian paradigm to Complexity paradigm, compels the epistemological rupture, which is the passage from Physical Education (gymnastics, games and sports) to Human Motricity Science. We can always find rational arguments supporting or rejecting a theory. Besides there is an interface between science and philosophy in what is stated by me, which provokes a huge disbelief among all classical empiricists but it seems obvious that, in this field of knowledge, we have to search for the scientific ground, in order to make understandable the corresponding practice.

Human Motricity is the starting point to reveal Man’s essence and because of it Man materializes and reveals himself, within a scope of a process where the will to transcendence plays a prime mediation role. In this case, Human Motricity Science is the theory of a practice which, in its turn, will be slowly transformed into the practice of a theory. Being so, the theory achieves the effective status of material practice while this practice is, by intentionality, in theory. Human Motricity Science is born due to the fundamental and dialectical unity between theory and practice.

To mythicize the practice, without studying, researching and training for a free and critical citizenship, inhibits the scientific process, as well as a congruous (and thorough) understanding of the relations between profession-society, profession-culture and technology-culture. It is important to emphasize that the formulation of a problem is the first step to its solution. The theorization of the “Light Movement” (illuminists), under the influence of British empiricism and liberalism, contributed to the emergence of French Revolution as no man, group or community did before.

Thus, the epistemological rupture stated by this essay acquires an ontological status, as it intends to stand in the historical process, from Physical Education, with a Cartesian and empirical root, to Human Motricity Science, where phenomenology and hermeneutics prevail and, therefore the ascendancy of intentionality and sense over the merely physical and reflexive is recognized. Human Motricity Science represents, therefore, an epistemological rupture towards Physical Education, as a macro concept and integrates the core of Paul Feyerabend’s thought (1982) that rejects cumulative conception of sciences’ progress. According to this viewpoint, sciences evolve through successive and constant improvements without any retreats, accepting without questioning the learning from the past, but adding more data and explanations. Unlikewise, Feyerabend proposes the methodological pluralism, pointing out the necessity of new theories, namely the ones that are distinguished by the incommensurability, i.e., those theories that do not share the same scientific discourse and announce new postulates. Within this deconstruction movement, the rational dictatorship of formal thoughts must be broken and retake History as discontinuity, de-centring, and a way to indeterminacy, to contingency and to the unexpected.
Within a well comprehended temporal dialectics, Past is in the Present, at an increasing level of Complexity since without the former the last would not be possible. Nowadays, without Human Motricity Science, Physical Education would not make any sense and Physical Education without Human Motricity Science would not make any sense either.

2. Human Motricity Subject

Certain sciences think of Man as a simple machine in the three-dimensional space of Euclidean geometry. Just as in the Cartesian-Newtonian conception, a monarchical God ruled the world imposing his divine law, also some conceptions of Physical Education (as after all a great part of Medicine) irremovably acknowledges the spirit and the body as two Leibniz monads (1713), where the spirit has the main role (as it was required to acknowledge in the type of Physical Education sustained by all nationalist mysticisms) or the body is subjected to such a worship that everything that does not include muscles valuation, merely physical performance and idolatry of the body is described as a minor existence, a weak simulation of civilized existence. In fact, the idolatry of the body is only a particularly scandalous incident of the Cartesian’s theories applied to a Physical Education without Future. Hence, the thorough abyss of the type of Man that he claims to help to born and the hypertrophy of res-cogitans and res extensa. Therefore, the idolatry of the body does not experience the contradictions inherent to existence as a process and, so, in ceaseless dialectics, but in a Disneyland where empirical verifiability avoids, as impious, the critical answer (Popper, 1959 and Habermas, 1985). To speak about modern science within this mythical area is nonsense, since there is a misleading notion, as it is stated by the remarkable physicist Fritjof Capra (1982) in his famous “The Turning Point”: “…of looking at organisms as Machines that function according to linear chains of cause and effect”. But biomedical science, in which current Physical Education still relies on, also presents obvious mistakes derived from Cartesian’s theories denying the matrix of a holistic and ecological concept of health. The holistic vision of living organisms is indeed refused by the classical conception of science, once it implies clear modifications in the entire unilateral conceptualization in which it relies and through which it has obtained amazing results.

Human nature is Bios and Logos permanently interacting in a self-organization dynamics accordingly to the demands of a systemic approach. Therefore, in the traditional Physical Education, victim of the Cartesian Paradigm, whenever it gives velocity, endurance, impulsion and so on, it can not bring health, since it lacks a labour at the Complexity level, i.e., a work focused on a quantitative factitiousness rather than in a less qualitative reality. In other words; giving priority to abstract, to the part, and undervaluing the concrete, the whole., in Man, to split the physical from the Person is the same as to argue that, in action, the human being does not fulfil all its potentialities but…only some of them.

Man is a moving being, the homo viator of Christianity. That is why his actions are not his essence. His historicity proves it. But Man, because he is a moving being, he is the Being of Hope. Being conditioned by circumstances (“I am myself and my
“circumstances” Ortega y Gasset) Man is not only a receiver, but necessarily a ruler. Therefore, he is a praxeological being not restrained to subjectivity but objectifying himself towards the World, the others and to Transcendence. And by objectifying himself in *praxis* Man reflects and projects the real and theory in itself becomes knowledge of a World made by Man. Through this, it is evident that the so called Physical Education, because it is Physical, can not be the root of knowledge, since it separates physical from *intellectual* and *moral* and hence, it can not be seen as a gnoseological or a sociological category; it is rather an accumulation of techniques without any legitimate basis. To practice is not enough, but it is necessary to understand the practice, *i.e.*, the practice-theory unity: a theory that aims to understand and project the practice. Actually, it is not clarified by itself since *praxis* always implies a self awareness of *praxis*. It can be sated that modern Physical Education is aware of all that has been written above. But, if so, if it possesses such a profound knowledge of itself already, why does it persist on one designation - Physical Education - which does not fit to its practical-theoretical contents but rather mystifies and bounds it? Physical Education, as an autonomous science, as a macro concept, does not exist.

Physical Education: liberation or alienation? It will remain considered as alienation while it continues to be *physical*, since this word has a clear ideological meaning. Actually, Physical Education can lead to a definition of conformist Man, stationary in time, and above all, to define an idea of human nature (ontologically and metaphysically) divided in body and soul and, thus, without a global project of humankind. Traditional Physical Education (although its ethical-pedagogic commitment is obvious) declares itself as culture (physical…) but it is not capable to explain itself within a cultural frame understood as creativity, invention, as research since it survives on the endowment of analogical models and on the enthusiasm of many of its technicians and not in a scientific attitude, based upon a scientific decision and commitment that perceive it as an evolving phenomenon, within the general scientific framework. In other words, Physical Education should be understood as a branch of an independent and autonomous science and so, as a subject to study, which is doubtless concerning its logical, epistemological and existential foundations.

This enduring defence of a new science does not mean the rebirth of a positivism which supports scientific knowledge as an exclusive human paradigm. William James (1969) advises that science must be aware that its objectives are not unique and that the unilateral causality with which it occupies itself and postulates, may be a part of a wider order over which it does not hold absolute rights. Saint Thomas of Aquine (1263) warned the “empirists” of his time: “*Praestet fides supplementum sensuum defectui*”. What is meant here is that after a critical re-examination, themes concerning Human Motricity are not restricted inside a scientific frame since it is related to human problems. But, if we do not want to fall in an *ontological reductionism* (only pedagogy is at the basis of Physical Education) or in a *methodological reductionism* (one should go from the lowest to the highest level of complexity) or even in an *epistemological reductionism* (even without an autonomous science, Physical Education is possible when using other sciences postulates), investigation is crucial [let us remind, here, Bergson’s verve (1907) in

---

1 “And where our sense is seen to fail, There must be faith supply restore”
L’Évolution Créatrice, that highlights life “as a force, a blow, an impetus, a stream, a tendency, a wave” that crosses matter and leads it to evolution]. As said above, investigation must be done to define whether Physical Education is a sub product of scientific development or a pedagogy that is grounded in an autonomous, independent science that creates a new human potential of dynamism and versatility, causing the rupture with mystifying prejudices and opening fertile spaces to inter and transdisciplinarity. It should be mentioned that “any project is by essence over determined, to be what it is, each thing, stands for and expresses a network of conditions and determinations, emerging from a great number of disciplinary areas” (Gil, 2000).

It is then a mistake to persist, in this area, with an ideology of chance and necessity, not moving forward a scientific knowledge within the frame of the modern epistemological problematic that aims to achieve totality. Scientific evolution is order-disorder-organization. The professional deadlock where the so called Physical Education teachers lies comes from the lack of specialization inside specific areas and, as a consequence, without the social recognition that an expert in Human Motricity Sciences demands and claims. The idea of a scientific community in this area is also vanishing by the same reason.

In fact, the creation of a new science is not neutral. It assumes an image that enables us a more correct, systematic, intentional and planned cognitive appropriation and a more democratic participation in the construction of Man, Society and History.

But is there a place for Human Motricity Science within the general Science framework?

Human Motricity is not a simple movement, because it is praxis and, thus, culture, that is the transformation that Man carries out consciously and freely, both to him and to the surrounding World. Motricity is the capacity for the centrifugal movement of personalization. Movement is part of a whole, the finite and deprived being that transcends himself. Motricity is the sense of the whole and, therefore, it is presented in the fundamental dimensions of human being, adjusting them. It is energy and not so much a product. Scientifically, it can be studied as a product but it would be inexcusable to split the énergica from érgon, the energy from the product. The product (movement) is a repeated and repeatable activity, although never in a perfectly identical way. In turn, energy reveals the intrinsically dynamic nature of Man and the entire Nature, from the sub-atomic world, which is, all of it, rhythm and change…but also interconnected elements, as Bohr and Heisenberg have emphasized along the History of quantum theory.

Hence, Motricity supposes:

- A systemic view of Man (that is, relation and integration)
- The existence of a non-specialized and deprived Being open to the world, to others and to transcendence. Man is, in fact, a pilgrim of the absolute, because to live is to feel the contingency of our present condition and...to try to overcome it!
- Since he is open to the World, to others and to transcendence, a praxeological Being, seeking to find and produce what, in complexity, allows him to achieve unity and fulfillment. But, because they belong to the unconditioned Being (Viktor Frankl, 1968), his actions are an effort to be authentic ways of integral
liberation…in anguish and in hope. In anguish, or in the feeling of our ontological deprivation; in hope or in the premonition of a future plenitude.
- And, because he is praxeological, with access to a globalizing experience, agent and supporter of culture, a project derived from all sense, World’s memory and an axiotropic Being (who pursues, apprehends, creates and accomplishes values). Not at an animal level, but of intrinsically cultural, that man knows and knows himself, transforms and transforms himself.

**Motricity constitutes:**

- An energy that is an ontological status, vocation and provocation of openness to transcendence. It is known, through nowadays science that all systems are made of energy…
- An adaptive process, to a variable milieu, of a non-specialized Being and, therefore, in which the evolution rhythm is slow, implying the existence of a lasting puberty and a stable and durable family.
- A creative process of Being in which pleasant, agnostic, symbolic and productive praxias express the will and the conditions of Man that allow him to fulfil as subject, that is, as the author responsible for his actions; furthermore, they designate the capacity (and right) of building a personal situation of maturity and dream, that makes possible a free and liberated existence and that acquires the expression of the unique and absolute.

Truth can not be discovered, it has to be built. In Sciences, there are no structures in a static sense rather they are clearly dynamic, temporal, innovative and creative processes. However, it is true that nowadays, sciences demonstrate to be refractory to all elaborations of philosophical or religious order that appear as previous or external. Maybe because they are affirmed and confirmed in discontinuity, which is visible in the epistemological rupture from where the Human Motricity Science comes out (in fact, there is a new discourse inside a new problematic). And, thus, understood as science (and science of man), and apprehended as the essential structure of human complexity, all work concerning human motricity has to be transferred from the position of additional and complementary element to the position of a basic alphabet, in order it can be learned before the first letters and guided until the culture springs and blooms, as a movement that keeps in it the tension to a bigger Being.

After all, just as science of man (in which comprehension is superior to explanation) Human Motricity finds its justification in *Universitas Scientiarum*, as an independent and singular knowledge. But if University is moving towards universality (that is, towards new subjects and forms of human knowledge); if human motricity is science, according to the growing cadence of its own history, since it is in the field of motricity and not in the physical, that is possible to reveal, to think, to educate and to investigate Man, in the direction of his personalization; if transcendence makes possible the evolution that requires it and, therefore, it is not natural to human condition to repeat indefinitely, University will open its doors to human motricity or, even better, to development through human motricity.
And what will happen then?
Another track for theorization about man, in which the sense of articulation is done in the scope of motricity, which sustains and makes present everything that in Man is development, *axiotropism*, a pleasant path to transcendence.

There have been many advances in Biology that concern Human Motricity. And I do not know if there is a certain kind of indifference concerning philosophical approaches. Perhaps because we are not as rational as we thought. António Damásio, when receiving the Prince of Asturias Award for Technical and Scientific Research declared to journalists “we are not rational in a natural way. We have the possibility of being, by means of a great personal effort and benefiting from a favourable socio-cultural context. We are slaves of emotions and of the ambience that surrounds us”. And later stated: “a correct decision demands emotion, knowledge and reason” (Damásio, 2005). This worldwide famous Portuguese neurologist had already written in his first book *Introduction*: “emotions and reason do not mix any more than water and oil” (Damásio, 1994). There is a large distance between a simple equation which may be reduced to a small computer programme and the *Complexity* that is a feature of human motricity. The mechanistic pretension to observe *complexity* only through measurement and calculus, takes away the *comprehension* dimension from human motricity and, at the same time, it submerges it in technology.

Currently we watch subjects as physics, chemistry and biology evolving from natural sciences to sciences of artefacts, capable of manipulating genes, molecules and atoms. We are moving from the Cartesian machine to the factory, forgetting the soul. The laboratory logic does not embrace the complete human logic. Prigogine’s *La fin des certitudes* (1996) also results from the fatigue hours and from the work in laboratory. The *wisdom* allowing us a global comprehension needs the knowledge that comes from laboratories and from their specific methodology. However, the boundary between facts and values is less and less perceptible and the world of values is now part of the world of facts. It is true that laboratorial work functions within theoretical matrixes and methodology, inherent to normal science (Kuhn, 1970), but one should not forget that we can not embrace human complexity, mainly its signification, within the general theory of specific language. Hence, laboratorial work is increasingly necessary, within a spirit of dialogue, in order to facilitate the interconnection that allows *wisdom*. It is our duty (we, who in this area of knowledge assume and defend discontinuity) to cooperate in the construction of *Human Motricity*, always bearing in mind that texts are an inter-text and, therefore, demand incursions in other fundamental knowledge…beyond the one we have become specialized!

At this point, a question needs to be asked: what is our concept of science? Have we already forgotten that science is discourse (the development of sciences is an endless rhetoric of arguments) which is necessary to construct language that displays our epistemological rupture and allows us the dialogue with common sense, in the double epistemological rupture? Are we doing our work just with borrowed words from other areas of knowledge? After all, if one science is differenced by an autonomous theoretical matrix, by a language that is not totally mistaken with common sense and by a scientific community, can we fearlessly say that our science is a normal science? If we examine thoroughly the distinction between theoretical matrix (human being, in the intentional movement towards transcendence), empirical field (the body, in the interaction of biological processes with socio-
cultural values) and a *logical reflexive* plan (in which the view of the whole has an hierarchy, is explained and understood) – it becomes imperative to talk about an *integrative method* (which synthesizes and integrates a *methodological pluralism*). Karl-Otto Apel (1975) wrote that “the fundamental transformation that is verified between language and philosophy, which distinguishes the 20\textsuperscript{th} century from the previous centuries consists in the fact that language has stopped being seen as an *object* of philosophy and observed as a *condition of possibility* of philosophy itself”. Concerning sciences, the same might be said; that is why the necessity of a careful construction of a language, that expresses the thought of a School with an autonomous theoretical matrix, is obvious. Facing a new paradigm, the routine seems to be distrustful and challenging. But it is not the struggle between *old* and *new* the historical genesis of the appearance of an *epistemological rupture*?

One more question: are there not any useful elements in traditional Physical Education? Of course there are! Its human and humanizing content is to be respected and perpetuated. Physical Education must continue its existence, ethically, within the practice of Human Motricity Science. But it must be a *cognoscenti* value to be transcended, through a systemic and pluralist synthesis, truly new and differentiator, which to rationality, calculation, output and efficiency is able to set before a science that is consciousness and a consciousness that is science. I can’t be sure if all human beings agree in some ethical principles. But there are values without which is humanly impossible to live. Let them become visible in Human Motricity Science and let Epistemology become Ethics, at last. An Epistemology that turns merely into an operating functionality will not do! Under Kant’s inspiration, I summarize the interests of sciences in knowledge, duty and hope. And I do not forget the *crisis of European Sciences and transcendental phenomenology* (Husserl, 1936), the European sciences that became power allies, merging with it…

**3. The Praxeological Being - Rupture and Project**

**3.1 Scientism and Positivism**

The evolution of science is one of the most important events of Modernity. The history of sciences tells us almost nothing: philosophy lost strength and vigour with the birth of sciences that became autonomous from it. Even Politics (Machiavelli) and Law (Hugo Grotius) emancipated and started demanding scientific legitimacy. And a pale and unsteady philosophy began to be questioned. Scientism and positivism cogitated in the mode of mixing all knowledge with sciences, and philosophy was left without a convenient place.

The relationships between philosophy and science were discussed, with serenity and for the last time, by Kant. Due to proclamation of its unquestionable victories, science forgot that its main problems are not scientific, but philosophical. It is necessary to learn how to use an axiology of ideas, since there is no game without freedom. To play is the culminating point of freedom as gratuitousness is the terminal moment of rationality. The scientific attitude depends on the pleasant activity, as truth is originated from creativity that generates it. Epistemological rupture and paradigm shift do not mean anything else rather than that the scientist assumed a philosophy, long before he has started to walk in a scientific path.
The link between game and science immediately invokes *praxis* and, therefore, puts aside scientism and positivism because in *praxis* there are many things than just thought, including imagination or *anticipatory consciousness* (Ernst Bloch, 1986). It is *praxis* that creates the possible and finally, asserts that the World’s transformation began and development is endless. And this interaction among the various elements that constitute *praxis* appeals to dialectical method and to its comprehension. I believe ruptures, for which history of sciences has become noteworthy, are truly known when one takes into account the contradictions that originated them. And therefore, the need for dialectics…that all great philosophers had to be confronted!

The configuration traces of a contradiction may be divided in three main sectors:

- **Human being and his knowledge**, *i.e.*, the contradictions are also developed at the level of epistemology, logic, semiotic, hermeneutics in the order of culture and power;
- **Human being and his actions**, *i.e.*, when contradictions develop within the scope of material, social and politics;
- **Human being searching for himself**. When contradictions occur at the level of sense and meaning of Man, Society and History.

Summing up: the contradictions are established in the plan of concepts, in the order of procedures and in the question that the human being asks himself in order to explain and understand himself. The same stands as saying: scientific knowledge is not all knowledge and when identifying Man with culture itself, *praxis* presumes an objective dialectics, a subjective dialectics and dialectics between the objective and subjective world, between matter and consciousness. The truth is not *pure objectivity*, because there is metaphysics in everything that is physical! Weber’s thesis of Western *cultural rationalism* left a legacy to Europe that mistook it with self-sufficient rationalism and with capitalism, scientism and bureaucratized State. Habermas (1968) denounced it as a non-idealistic vision. Actually, there is not science without game, nor *praxis* without sense.

### 3.2 Practical-Theoretical Unity

Marxist philosophy has never been materialized. I believe it is the inevitable drawback of philosophies that become doctrines. Since practice is ideologically labelled, the concept of freedom is hardly respected within a doctrine.

Ties that connect theory to practice or practice to theory are the expression of a moment, just a moment of the historical process, timed and located. An omni-comprehensive speech about real knows the limits and totalities within which the human being moves.

In Hegelian- Marxism theories (among others), in order to evolve, any totality, needs dialectical contradiction, *i.e.*, opposites are indivisible from the unity they compose, as Marx and Engels pointed out in *The Holy Family* (*Die heilige Familie*, 1845). Although they struggle against each other, both belong to the same totality. And the same happens to the practical-theoretical unity. Theory (*from Greek *theoria*) means view, a comprehensive view of a distinct being from the cognoscente
subject. Above all, theory is a contribution to the idea of truth, in the sense of conformity or adequacy of thought with one object, as the scholastics already understood. Pure knowledge, exclusively by theoretical means, becomes impossible because knowledge is not composed above or aside of concrete historical situations.

In the light of Critical Theory, the rationalism intention for lack of interest of science’s social function and the development of scientific knowledge falls apart due to the unbreakable practical-theoretical unity. In fact, practical-theoretical unity, sustained by Critical Theory, does not present just an epistemological value, because it intends to attack and subvert all kind of bourgeois individualism that the separation between practice-theory presents. A theory is not determined by itself, focused in the truth that it confines; It is worthy because it can be integrated in the progress and in the development of society.

At this phase, we can look carefully at the critics that have been made to Marxist thought tendency, coming from authors with high prestige. Jacques Monod (1970) calls animists to Teilhard de Chardin, Bergson and Marx. Making the dialectical contradiction the “fundamental law of the whole movement, of the whole evolution, is nothing more than trying to systemize a subjective interpretation of nature that allows finding in it an increasing, constructive and creative project. This is an animist projection, immediately perceptible, no matter what the disguises were”. From Plato to Hegel and Marx, all great philosophical systems suggest simultaneously normative and explicative transformations. Some start from here to an indifference towards life and some making Man and his praxis the beginning of truth…

Sartre (1960) strongly emphasizes his critics to Hegelian-Marxism, without hiding some sympathy for Marxism. Human being is dialectical in his essence, because he is historical. Not in the scope of Hegelian dialectics, that has a circular shape in which the absolute is the dialectical starting and finishing point. To Sartre, totality can only be dialectically unachieved and unachievable, even in a Marxist way that considers illogical Nature dialectics. To Sartre, dialectics only happens at a praxis level. Karl Popper (1972) explicitly disagrees with the dialectical three-step theory (affirmation, denial, denial of denial) and accuses Marx of being a “false prophet” and the greatest historicist of all time, considering the popularity that his ideas have obtained in the contemporary world. He approaches fearlessly and directly, the question: if we can predict solar eclipses why can’t we foresee social mutations? It can not be done, he answers, because the historical process depends on the human knowledge, which development is not dogmatically discerned. Therefore, he puts aside any history science that, being anti-scientific, only happens with the support of violent revolutions- that usually “end up in a bigger violence that eventually destroys freedom” (Popper, 1999). Dialectics is just a descriptive theory, which does not reach the heart of questions. Hegel and Marx constitute a group of idealists that rationalize the real in an orthodox way.

Marx, as it is known, showed an unstoppable uneasiness, confessing his wishes to destroy philosophy, in order to truly accomplish it. He meant that it was necessary to connect again practice and theory, building a philosophy that forms just one and the same thing along with reality. Instead of accomplishment of philosophy Marx firmly defends the unity of philosophy and praxis. And he adds that philosophy
comes from praxis and enlightens it with intentionality. Gadamer (1965) says that “the being that may be understood is language”. But, being so, reason, being and language combine themselves and Hegel seems to reappear in Gadamer’s words. He uses the notion of game to give us an idea of History. History is done through playing whether during the tough hours or in moments of happiness. However, isn’t there a meaning even in pleasant actions?

### 3.3 Man as Praxis

Believing or not in the Marxist synthesis, regretting or not the institutionalized Marxism defined and constructed in the absence of all references to Marx’s philosophical thought, there is no doubt that Man is done through making; transforming he becomes able to reach the consciousness of himself, *homo faber* precedes *homo sapiens*. And although I refuse materialism (whether Marxist or materialism found in the consumer society) Marxist conception of *man as praxis* and the notion of *praxis* as practical-theoretical unity (and totality) still exist although Marx acted in a time that is no longer our time.

*Praxis* explains and precedes theory; it is action that precedes and explains reflection and contemplation (Antunes, 1977). Marx focuses his philosophy, preferentially, on action because the human being is a *Being of necessities* or a *Being of deprivations*, in Arnold Gehlen’s expression (1974), a *core inquietum*, according to Saint Augustine, because all acts of knowledge depend on *praxis*. Man is a set of necessities… that is not exclusively material and involve aspirations for plenitude of critical reflection, for speculative maturity, for reaching the peak of cultural creativity, dream and love possibilities. But being not exclusively material, he begins by being really material.

So, many times practice overcomes theory which does not mean the employment of theory through practice, but practical radication of theory, in a real basis of human living and living together. On the other side, will it be possible to theorize, without taking into account the material conditions that allow it? Are the great revolutionaries found among people from bourgeois status, by chance? Without a certain have one can not be! Nevertheless, I repeat, *praxis* (that is revealed in corporeity and in motricity) can only be perceived within a horizon of unity in which nature and culture, sensible and intelligible, theory and practice, individual and person fit together. We are far away from the platonic project and its irremediable divisions. In the field of the historical process, *praxis* holds the entire man and all men, in a totalizing complexity and where everything is related to everything.

The concept of *praxis* is not easy to be defined. The word practice seems far too poor and sends us again to a simple opposition to theory. *Praxis*, in my viewpoint is about a transforming behaviour (individual or in group) assumed as a self-fulfilment and a humanity fulfilment. That is the only way it can be explained philosophy and praxis as being interlinked; thus, the ideas are living ideas, an entire materialized discourse, and a total communication of everything with everything else. It can be added that *praxis* is not placed in a history of random facts, available to the voluntarism of famous politicians, nor is it mistaken with practice that, avoiding theory, justifies itself. The human being’s place is its praxis,
which makes history move on with meaning and sense. And if History has a
meaning (History has never been written in a purely factual way, because facts have
firm meanings) that reflects a free and liberator Being in permanent tension, longing
for his individual and social realization.
And, asking, as a praxeological Being that to move and act, in short, to transcend,
needs to find a meaning to his transcendence. To know is to boost Man, Society,
Nature and History to the level of interpretation and sense.

But sense becomes clear and it is revealed through praxis, which is immediately
corporeity and motricity. Therefore, there is no sense without body, since it is in
body that praxis is articulated, determined and becomes present. The body is not
reduced to an instrument while it is the needed condition for the possibility of
human praxis. Only thus motricity is revealed as reason in act, as spirit that emerges
from the body. The world is a world for Man because Man creates it and, creating it,
he knows it and knows himself. Conditioned by the world that surrounds him and
from which he was born (which is the same to say: origin and product of History),
Man asserts himself because he is subject, that is, an alternative to what exists. In
fact, no context entirely empties or satisfies him. Praxis is also a critical spirit, since
to make is to transform, including in the gnosis scope; thus, as a praxeological
Being, Man is necessary corporeity, implicit complexity and continuous
transcendence.

On another side, praxeological Being assumes a position that is also an assumption
of opposition, arising out of a theory that has always kept a rigorous and critical
relation with practice, practical-theoretical unity must allow theory to be itself, in
order that it can be located in perspective and anticipated to a new practice.

At this point, this essay seems to be embroiled in a contradiction: whether giving
primacy to practice or (according to Frankfurt School thinkers) conferring an
important place to theory. To me, praxis is simultaneously theory and practice and
implies freedom of creation and expression. My “praxo-philia” pursues a fair
comprehension of human movement towards transcendence; in reality, the
specifically human movement. Praxis is the visible answer to the last questions that
Man asks himself. Therefore, theory does not overlay practice, nor does practice
overlay theory, as each of them is originated and (also) developed in the middle of
the other. There is a material placement of theory, as there is a spiritual and
intellectual placement of practice, thus praxis is placed in the orbit of Being.
Everything is related to everything else. Being body-soul-nature-desire-society in
transcendence movement, the praxeological Being is, in other words and globalizing
- everything is in him and he is everything!

4. From Praxis to Rupture and Project

Modernity is the Age of Reason. Reason is the basis for scientific and philosophical
speeches. Hence the mathesis universalis, based in order and in measurement. The
universal science and a unifying language of knowledge were possible because
mathesis was universalis. In fact, according to Descartes, the World’s essence is
mathematical and geometrical, thus a final agreement between reason and extension
happened.
But phenomenology, feelings and passions do exist. The affective life results from body and soul union, while cogito has a spiritual origin. Modern man became anti-metaphysical and secular because he tends to be rational and rationalizes everything. Calculus, control, planning and objectivity constitute a systematically organized society, but in which the human being drags himself restless and tense, without metaphysical and religious references, surrendered to a universal scepticism and relativism. Today, Cartesian is identified with rational, logic, endowed with an enlightened lucidity. However, present culture walks towards the rehabilitation of the subject’s emotion, as if we were living a new transition from Enlightenment to Romanticism. In History what does look new to me is that rehabilitation of affectivity is taking place due to a scientific requirement, since the active, emotive, aesthetic and dreaming subject is essential to the scientific act, as Bachelard (1983) and Feyerabend (1979) have already said. On the other hand, it is obvious that the type of progress including only the material aspects does not fulfil the most urgent human aspirations. The same goes to hedonism and permissibility. Hence the question that should be raised is: Is there room to Utopia?

I believe that to criticize may lead to utopia. Indeed, if what is criticized, what can and should be appear to us as a final perspective, as an answer. Critics and proposal may develop within a utopian intention, using Horkheimer’s language (1971). It is licit to advance fearlessly that utopian intention has been living with great élan, in the western culture, namely in modernity. In fact, before modern age, one would not find utopian thought, not even in the intuitive and experssional domains. If we asked “How to organize correctly a society?” two different answers could be given: the pragmatics of political realism of Machiavelli (1513) and the ethical intention of utopian thought, rose by Thomas More (1516) in Utopia. Because Man is an unfinished being conscious of his limitations, utopia is transformed in a privileged place of rupture with a repetitive and monotonous way of living, determined by ideological judges. Utopian tradition refers to European Renaissance and to the Greek and Jewish matrixes in which the European culture is based, with one characteristic that is important to point out: it is about a secularized eschatology! Thomas More’s Utopia (1516), Campanella’s The City of the Sun (1602) Francis Bacon’s The New Atlantis (1625) abandon all kinds of teocentricism and award Man the responsibility of finding solutions to the problems that torment him.

We must also refer T. Münzer, a Protestant priest from the 16th century, who exposes himself and faces everything in order that equality (including the economic) among all Christians would happen on the face of Earth. Leading the German peasants’ rebellion he wanted to construct a new Eden, with utopia shining in vivacious and dreaming eyes.

During Enlightenment, rational society aiming the emancipation of human being with marks of utopia is reflected in the path of Hegelian-Marxist dialectics. However, after the grievous pages of crimes that stained the 20th century, the crisis of the utopian thought is here to stay. The idea of progress was a pretext for many pages of philosophical knowledge and unforgettable rhetoric. Today, the flattering expressions are not unanimous. Popper and postmodernists saw in utopia everything but irrationality and myth. Others, such as Horkheimer (1982) and Adorno (1983), though admitting, criticize it with their own and others opinions. Apel (1977) and Habermas (1985) intend to recover the notion of utopia, by setting the possibility of
a non-mystified utopia. Actually, following the historical process of utopian thought, philosophical reflection should not put aside the critics of utopian reason. But the crisis in utopia, even paying no attention to those who continue to disregard it, is obvious. Utopia was excessively mystified. We need to ask if utopia without myth is possible. Utopia seems necessary as promoter of a creative instinct, as a mobilizing image of a different praxis, as a critique of the existing reality, as “prospective” (Ricoeur, 1975). Kolakowski (1970) defends that utopia deserves to be credible due to its function of openness, to its assertive vitality in the middle of the presumption and weight of established order. In Western world, the crisis in utopia is due to the fact that reason considers as illusion or mistake everything that was not observable or could not be experienced. Furthermore, reason believes to be able of total knowledge (as, for instance, Hegelian-Marxism tried to). Therefore, it never allowed utopia the possibility of revealing the emancipating sense of History that emerges from it.

Because human being is a praxeological Being, he lives to transform and to be transformed. Considering Utopia subjacent to praxis, what kind of utopia should we accept?

- a utopia crossed by an opened dialectics, nondeterministic, in which negativity will not be limited to the casual and scientific scope but deeply ontological and axiological;
- a utopia that is simultaneously science and consciousness, critique and proposal, proclaimed by prophets rather than technocrats and politicians;
- since globalization of liberalism did not bring the humanizing effects anticipated by Hume and Voltaire, utopia, here proclaimed, should not announce a virtuous society, established in money as the main universal value;
- a utopia in which rupture with past and present and the discovery of new possibilities mean the encounter with transcendence, which makes the human being subject and not object of History;
- a utopia that will be a prophetical appeal, an ideal of humanity, in which qualitative development of men and Being is set before the quantitative growth.

This utopian thought becomes the regulating principle of praxis (or axial point of an ethical teleology), able to articulate and liberating the sense of History, critical vigilance and self-realization. Praxis, as rupture and project, is indeed a self-realization that comes with individual and social liberation. Jürgen Habermas (1985) reveals the technocratic consciousness that insists on the “elimination of the distinction between praxis and project. Indeed, its unlimited capacity of surpassing or being surpassed and the simultaneous incapacity of reason to represent and express it, in its totality and complexity, makes the human being someone who has the notion of reason’s own limits and who, therefore, makes in order to be able to better interpret and understand! The alternative to rationality is not irrationality, but a new imaginative rationality in which utopia also fits. Ernst Bloch (1976) defends, in The Principle of Hope, the idea of a utopian rationality. According to him, truth is not in the fact, but in the hope of fulfilling it, through its overcoming. Truth is therefore a utopia that, through praxis, becomes rupture and project.
The critical philosophy of our time (Horkheimer, Adorno, Foucault, Marcuse, Bloch, Bataille, Derrida and, we can also quote, the Portuguese Boaventura de Sousa Santos) created a finite theory of finite, opposing what had been done during Enlightenment and by Hegel that elaborated an infinite notion of finite, through rationality of History. Both positions seem to forget that the assertion of finite is not achieved through the absolutely unlimited but through overcoming the limits. Imaginative rationality is aware that it can not define, with a finite discourse, the whole truth and all the truth. But it knows that it finds, in consciousness of limits, the reason of praxis. And it is through praxis that Man is not only rupture (negativity), but also project (utopia), namely of a more solidary and a more fair world. And thus, in History, both dogmatism (and totalitarianism of opinion) and relativism (or a fatigue of dogmatism) end: since everything is related to everything, in a task, always unfinished, to fulfil… with certainty of hope!

5. Answer to the Problem

5.1. Human Motricity – A New Science of Man

If we consider the characteristics of Newtonian – Cartesian and positivist science (that faded away only in the 20th century, with quantum, computer and bio molecular revolutions) we will find in the obsession for quantification, even in the Sciences concerning Man, as if the human being was only a fact and not a value; the fixation for atomizing and fragmenting (to know, for that science, means divide and classify, to be able to determine the systematic relations among what has been divided); and starting from the exaggerated dualism res cogitans / res extensa, the fact that the mind is studied through introspection and the body according to specific methods of Natural Sciences.

From here, an evident scientific progress was undisputedly born at the level of quantification and specialization, but also a generalized neo-obscurantism, created by the same movement that produced specializations, in which the specialist becomes ignorant of all that is not within his area of expertise, as Edgar Morin keeps repeating on his work.

Modern Physical Education, which appeared at the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, brings with it the concept of Man divided in res cogitans and res extensa, but pointing out that the human being is essentially thought, in perfect accordance with the peremptory declaration of Descartes: “there is nothing in the concept of body that belongs to the mind and nothing in the idea of mind that belongs to the body”. Modern Physical Education (it should be repeated, without any ambiguity) appeared when the major achievements of Cartesian medicine were introduced into pedagogy, or putting it in a different way, Bichat’s and Broussais’ medicine. Locke’s empiricism (1632-1704) does not surpass the framework of physical health in his thoughts about education. It can be added, without fear of failing that Physical Education is a modernity product, as gymnastics was in Antiquity.
It is clear that the human body is neither what physiology describes nor only what anatomy draws, not even only what biology says, since the body is the materialization of human complexity. Edgar Morin (1977) was right when he wrote: “human beings are not physical because of their bodies”. It is necessary “to conceive physical organization inside biological organization and the latter inside of an anthropo-sociological organization”. Actually, nobody possesses a body. There is an obvious distance between me and the object I possess: I can throw it away without stop being who I am. With my body the same does not happen: without it, I stop being who I am. Therefore, my body is not physical, in the Cartesian sense of the term, is not Korper, but the basis of my existence, of my own subjectivity, the Leib.

On the other hand, in this area of knowledge, a new discourse is discernible during the 1960’s decade; a discourse focused in movement and in motricity, announcing an epistemological rupture or, a paradigm shift, which is also visible when (without great epistemological research, since one falls into a unilateral idea of human motricity) Physical Education is replaced by Sciences of Sport… Thus, the macro concept of Physical Education can only be understood as a pre-science of Human Motricity Science, with actions in which Man seek of superseding and dream are linked.

Sport, in fact, occupies a relevant place for what it represents of corporeity completely assumed and experienced, searching performance, seeking the more-Being; a place of competition-dialogue, within rules that turns real the humanizing essence of practice of sports; a place for spectacle suitable to a society grounded in efficiency and competition at all levels; a place of a coded set of techniques, highly rationalized and specialized, accordingly to the capitalist and industrial mode of production. At a critical distance it is possible to find in it, more than a technique, technologist, that is, a new messianic position in which the liberation would come in and by technological society. However, this type of society produces the one-dimensional man, through a merely informative language that lost its appeal and dialogue characteristic and refuses the fundamental status of historicity and real diversity.

However, one should take into account that culture expresses a certain social totality, which nowadays, tends to generate the technological man without density or thickness, unable to see beyond sensorial and immediate…

Nevertheless, it is obvious that Physical Education (as a macro concept) is only a disciplinary tradition, not a disciplinary autonomy. As disciplinary tradition, it can be taught, but without disciplinary autonomy, it will hardly be researched or constituted as a scientific community. Physical Education never had the necessity of being epistemologically self-legitimated, i.e., never felt the necessity to find in itself the forms and reasons of its own scientific legitimatization, precisely because Power has always used it and has never served it as an irreplaceable instrument of knowledge and transformation. It is time to stop once and for all with the existing epistemological anarchy (I am not referring to the one proposed by Feyerabend) and try the act of epistemological legitimatization, not only through Human Motricity Science or the research in this area of knowledge, but also through the teaching of human motricity in a university version. We can not continue with that psychological tendency which adopts the interest of youth in physical activities (namely sport) as legitimatization criterion;
neither the sociological tendency that has its importance in health and in populations’ leisure time as essential criterion, nor the pedagogical tendency (from which all types of knowledge, with little autonomy, get help) that only emphasizes its formative value in a discipline. Formulating hypotheses that go beyond the field of what can be strictly observable and accepting the competition of tests that seek to refuse it – a discipline appears and it is maintained when internal and external factors are articulated in the text of logical coherence and of empirical evidence and in the context of a socio-cultural plan. However, since Human Motricity Science has the necessary conditions to rise; since this area of knowledge will (also) be scientifically legitimated in order to obtain a clearer social recognition, it is time to move towards a normal science that challenges the premises of the pre-paradigmatic phase started with Ling, Amoros and Jahn and opens his way to the recognition of Human Motricity Science. Now is the time to find intelligibility of change in today’s culture where all sciences are now integrated!

The visibility of the emerging paradigm is necessary to the history of Sport and Physical Education, as it is already present in other branches of science.

5.2 Time and Message

According to Teilhard de Chardin (1955), it is necessary to choose “man as the centre, and around him [to try] to establish a coherent order between antecedents and consequents:(…) to discover a system of ontological and casual relations between the elements of the universe, but only an experimental law of recurrence [the law of complexity – consciousness] which would express their successive appearance in time”.

Therefore, different levels of intelligibility emerge from the course of time. To be is to be-in-time, enlightened with new significations with and through time. Foucault (1966) in Les Mots et les Choses tells us implicitly that there is an incessant dialectics that constitutes knowledge and in which knowledge is constituted. And this discontinuity is wider and more profound than the epistemological rupture: it reaches the set of knowledge of a certain epoch.

Thus, there is the discourse of epochal discourses; there is the paradigm of paradigms, which allows us to difference the Newtonian - Cartesian paradigm and the emerging paradigm (Boaventura Sousa Santos, 1989). Let us analyze the characteristics (we may say universally accepted) of Newtonian - Cartesian paradigm. It is important to point out that the development of Western Science in the 16th and 17th centuries constitutes, in my opinion, a triumph of modern ratio, in opposition to mythological explanations and even to the Aristotelian-Tomist rationality that defended the primacy of a rationality that avoids the resource to experience. Let us begin by adding the characteristics of classical science, considered to be essential:

1. Science is expressed in mathematical language. To know means to quantify. The scientific rigour is estimated through the measuring rigour. What is not quantifiable is scientifically irrelevant. But, in order to describe mathematically nature, Galilei (1564-1462) advised that one should be restricted to the study of body properties (shapes, quantities and movements). The Pitirim Sorokin’s denunciation about quantophrenia (quantification paranoia) is a statement of
opposition against the victorious and dictatorial emergence of quantity, to the
detriment of quality.

2. Doubt as method. There is only one thing we can not doubt: the doubtful Being
As it is known, Descartes doubted everything: doubted the assertions of
common sense, the arguments of authority, the testimony of senses, the
information of consciousness, the truth deducted by reasoning, the reality of
external world and the reality of his own body. He interrupted this chain of
doubts only in front of his own doubtful Being. So we can conclude that:

2.1 The essence of Human Being is found in thought.
2.2 The mind overvalues itself in relation to matter and a clear dualism between
them is created. The myth of absolute rationality became an overstatement
when, during the French Revolution, an altar was built, in Notre Dâme, in
honour of the goddess of Reason, whose image portrayed a famous French
prostitute.

3. Conception of nature as a perfect machine, ruled by exact mathematical laws.

4. Starting from the overstated dualism res cogitans / res extensa, mind began to be
studied through introspection and body through the specific methods of Natural
Sciences.

5. Reduction of Complexity in which the scientific method is based. Thus, since
the World is complex and human mind can not understand it completely, it is
important to divide and classify, in order that, later, the systematic relations
among what was separated can be determined. Therefore, it became possible to
formulate Newton’s Laws that reduced cosmic complexity to a simple
enunciation.

The Society of Information and the New Knowledge Society Man (the present man),
still live here and beyond this eternal present, which are the basic concepts of
Galilei, Descartes and Newton. Many things arrive to him fragmented, divided, in
crumbs: the subject - object dualism (perceptible in the biomedical model which
analyses disease in reductionism terms), overspecialization that releases itself from a
view of the whole. Standing up against delirious theological and metaphysical
subjections, due to the incontestable prestige of sciences that settle within an
essential respect for human intelligence; resulting from the secularization that has
been assaulting Europe, after the Middle-Ages, and that the masters of suspicion,
with the prodigious halo of genius, vigorously declared, the Western man got used
to a highly formalized knowledge that printed a distinctive character on his thought
and took him to a certain intellectual conformism.

Indeed, longing for rehabilitating the science rigour, he lost sight of other
meaningful problems, such as Being and the sense of existence, science as an
emancipating, social and political act, singularity of love, of amusement, of
gratuitous and even of “science that is part of the culture complex from which men,
in each generation, try to find a form of intellectual coherence” (Prigogine and
Stengers, 1979). Therefore science is not and never was neutral. In Modern Age, it
settled down within the bourgeois purposes, in the idea of a society of industrialists
and merchants. It emerged from a totality, from the amolest complex of relations,
also visible in the religious contribution of Calvin and Luther, as Max Weber (1996)
pointed out. Later on, because of the incomparable prestige of Newton, classical
science does not only stabilize as it is transformed in a responsible institution. But,
“the truth of Natural Sciences possesses an eminently critical strength, evincing
always the social and political dimension of scientific practice. It was mainly a question of opposing the order of Nature and Reason to the order of the Monarchy or Church. Science only accepted the truth proceeding from the order of things, and it explicitly rejected the *truths* proceeding from the outside, from above or from any authority. “The only authority was the Reason” (Japiassu, 1985).

And thus, sciences emerging in the middle of the bourgeoisie culture (culture is the complex of senses and significations, of social patterns and values, subjacent and included in the life of a person, group or society) slowly ignored its relations with the *whole*, very concerned with specialization, less concerned with a totality. That includes dialectically *internal* and *external* factors of the process of knowledge production.

Not even a superficial view of our time allows us to refuse the recognition that the main machine of our time is the computer and the great existing mechanism is data processing.

Thus, an *uncertain universe* is born “as scenario of research and scientific acquisition of the end of this century. The universe of perfect gases, of watches, of inclined plans and of reciprocal adaptations is replaced by the universe of dissipative structure, of quasars, black holes and of *hopeful monsters*” (Mauro Ceruti, 1994). We passed from an epistemology of the *observed object* to an epistemology of the *observer subject*; we passed from a *science of necessity* to a *science of game*; and since everything is at stake, *chance* and *contingency* emerge, crisis is obvious.

And, if science and philosophy are living an undeniable crisis, it becomes evident what Pierre Parlebas (1987) wrote: “Today, in France, Physical Education is in crisis. This crisis is manifested, simultaneously, in different plans: in techniques, in the intervention fields and in the scope of training and research”.

This quote does not amplify what is happening nor it repeats conventional banalities in the emphatic tone - it faithfully describes the panorama of crisis… and not only in the French Physical Education. In fact, Physical Education, as a macro concept, is, as the other sciences were, a Cartesian product, which made the body a simple machine in the three-dimensional space of Euclidean geometry. The body, according to Descartes, is simple *res extensa*, *i.e.* a simple machine subjected to the laws of Nature. However, since man is not a body, but has a body, the body-object is transformed in an inexhaustible centre of scientific curiosity. It is established the “anatomical-physiological paradigm based and integrated with Descartes in the general system of knowledge[…] whose method, following the Cartesian teaching, consists in analysing, describing and rearranging or systematizing the mechanism of corporal machine” (Jana, 1995). Ling, Amoros, Janh and other coryphaei of modern Physical Education, as men of their time, started with the Cartesian model and forced the bodily practices to be measured by it.

To talk about scientific knowledge, in this dualistic space, is to refuse the great message of today’s culture, which is predominantly *holistic, systemic, synergetic*, and *naturalistic* and tends towards *transcendence*. *Holistic*, because the totality to take into account now, is not only *mind-body*, or even *mind-body-society*, but really *mind-body-nature-desire-society* and everything that can be associated bearing in mind *Complexity*. Biology, Medicine and Physical Education still appear, sometimes (sport, almost always) as a mechanistic view of Man and Life. But, the
biological mechanisms are only examples of a much wider principle of organization. **Synergetic**, once scientific knowledge of the Future will stand out from synergy among the quantum revolution, computer revolution and biomolecular revolution. Indeed, we are walking towards a planetary civilization. In what concerns **Naturalism** existing in today’s culture, it must be said that Man is an element of Nature and not any substance apart from it. The objective dialectics continues in the subjective dialectics and transforms Man into memory and sense of History. And, thus, Nature makes itself Culture and Culture knows itself as Nature. It should be emphasized that we are going through the second phase of evolutionism. In the first moment, natural selection of anatomical and physiological characteristics developed into the nuclear problem of origin of species and of Man and knowledge on biology of behaviour was so reduced...that there was not any chance to go beyond the anatomical-physiological environment. Today, complexity demands much more than Charles Dickens could have imagined. The fact that we are living in a society of information should not make us forget that all information is shape and, therefore, refers to material, natural and organizational support. *Moving towards transcendence*, because there is in it a word about the possible showing the various scientism’s that the object escaping from demonstration may however be designated and supplied to contemplation. Man goes beyond the immediate, always in an endless search for Absolute, from where the sense and totality are discerned. Here, there is also the intention to question the closed, self-sufficient and self-satisfied Reason. The availability to transcendence indicates new paths to Reason. It is important not to forget that it was the closed reason that denied recognition to the relation subject-object in the act of knowledge...

Man is necessarily an opened Being, who does not fulfill closed within himself. Therefore, openness is proper of humanity as closeness is proper of a thing either at a physical or at an affective and cognitive level. In *Banquet* (427-374 B.C.), Plato declares that definitive knowledge and to philosophise are mutually eliminated. In the search of intelligibility, urgency of sense and search for the truth, Man can not cease to move closer to the World of Ideas. In modern terms, he can not avoid to act, as a praxeological Being. But an action that represents a philosophy, which means a reflexive and critical functions oriented by a grounded intelligibility. We should not forget, as Heidegger says, that philosophy is a glade where a question inhabits.

**6. Human Motricity Science and Medicine**

If Physical Education does not present a disciplinary autonomy, since it is a mere element of integral education, is it possible to question it tending towards the constitution of an independent science or turning Physical Education on a branch of that science? Grounded in the concept of “Motricity” extracted from Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) and in the epistemology of Bachelard and Althusser starting with their concepts of problematic (that designates the specific unity of a theoretical training) and epistemological rupture, although without forgetting Georges Canguilhem’s philosophical researches, the archaeological history of Michel Foucault, Popper’s falsifiability, Thomas Kuhn’s scientific revolutions, Feyerabend’s methodological anarchism and the critical theory of Jürgen Habermas, I arrived to the conclusion that Human Motricity Science does exist. Furthermore and accordingly to the
already mentioned features of modern culture, Human Motricity Science would come up sooner or later and several factors converge to support the proposal:

- The feeling of crisis felt in Physical Education since the 1960’s decade as it was not used to self critical literature. Even if I don’t agree completely with Foucault when he states that Man is an accident in the discourse path, I must agree that discourse is the matter to be handled by an epistemologist.
- Children psychology, with Wallon’s (1879-1961) researches about the consciousness of the body psycho-motricity using relaxation techniques and motor learning theories.
- Sociology, as proved by the interest shown by Norbert Elias and David Le Breton (two examples among others) in body condition and practices.
- The advances in linguistics concerning body language.
- A “body” vision of new anthropologies, from Bunge’s, Monod’s, Freigl’s and Popper’s materialism to Mounier’s Teilhard de Chardin’s and the theologian Karl Rahner’s spiritualism.
- The confirmation of quantum, informatics and bio molecular revolutions and of the synergy that unifies them providing Man with an unprecedented power to manipulate matter, life and intelligence.
- The recognition of an intimate mind-body relation, through studies that reinforce the connection between stress and colon cancer or a certain amount of heart diseases and the survival rates of cancers and heart diseases through the support of a solid affectivity.
- The existence of a functional nervous system without the helpful role of motricity (Wallon, 1964). As Maurice Blondel (1973) said: “If thinking is related to being, to think and to be don’t exist without action, without an interconnection made to an original operation”. António Damásio (2003) says, regarding this subject: “In the beginning it was emotion (…) and in the beginning of emotion was action”. We might add Berthoz (2003) words: “… at the beginning it was not reason, at the beginning it was not emotion, at the beginning it was not the body; at the beginning it was action. Action is not the movement; action is the intention of interacting with the world or with oneself as part of the world. Action is always the pursuit of the goal; it is always justified by an intention”.
- The definition of Man as a Being available to transcendence, and therefore, a praxeological Being, a Being that is made…making.
- The excellent and singular development of several subsystems of human motricity (sport and dance, for instance) in today’s world.
- The incalculable contribution of phenomenology, namely Merleau-Ponty’s Phénoménologie de la Perception (1945), observing in motricity the operating intentionality and the praxis as an intentional act. He sustains a clear critic against all traditional dualisms: empiricism-intellectualism, body-soul, and man-world. According to this author perception begins and grounds knowledge; consciousness, body and world are not three existential unities with possibilities of an intimate relationship, since they are structures that can only be understood when related to each other; at last it should be pointed out that a new gnoseological subject is born with Merleau- Ponty, in which corporeity prevails.
- Francisco Varela (1995) should be quoted, since he considers “mind as an emerging feature and this feature most important and interesting consequence is our sense of self (of identity). My sense of self exists because it gives me an
interface with the world”. Here, Varela reminds phenomenology and shows us how the Philosophical School enlightened the paths of science.
- The rising of a rationality model that questions Newtonian-Cartesian model and intends to conciliate Eastern spirituality and Western pragmatism (Grof, 1988).
- The unstoppable production of scientific knowledge within the scope of Social and Human Sciences.
- The fact of man being, nowadays, admittedly, the complexity body-soul-desire-nature-society constantly longing for superseding (or transcendence).

However, many say not to find in Human Motricity Science, the autonomous theoretical matrix. “A problematic partially matches others, representations undergo influences, the operator’s field of action is not always well defined” (Gil, 1986).

All sciences have within its articulated and hierarchical structures a set of theoretical elements and influences of different fields of knowledge. To analyse a science means, among other things, to seek the relations that can make of it a culture.

But, are there theoretical concepts and empirical researches that allow us to accomplish autonomy of disciplines, within Human Motricity, and does the solution to this problematic depend on the biomedical sciences? Problematic is historically created, has a social basis and lately, many people consider that biomedical sciences include the human motricity area. That’s why some Physical Education professionals assume a submission attitude before doctors (physicians). Actually, if we see university personnel or professionals working within the health area, as the only technicians with the capacity to heal and face death, to stay in that area presupposes to assume a position of inferiority before doctors (physicians).

Obviously, health problems are not exclusively physicians’ problems but belong to the entire society.

Mário Bunge created the term Iatrophilosophy to designate the Philosophy of Medicine and divides it in: Iatrology, Iatrosemantics, Iatrognosemology, Iatromethodology and Iatrophraxeology (Bunge, 1980). The knowledge of Medicine (as other sciences) comes from an informed practice, bearing in mind totality. Iatrophraxeology is the gnoseologic ground of Iatrophilosophy (knowledge is socially built). At prevention, therapeutics and heal levels, it is health that Medicine pursues. There is a circular relation between health and disease: healthy is non-morbid; morbid is non-healthy; healthy is normality, disease is abnormality. However, in Medicine, concepts of normal and pathological are settled in the biological norm, in the anatomical functional integrity (Canguilhem, 1971). The normative pattern is established in terms of average, resulting as abnormal or pathological the norm deviation. Despite being the draft of an innovative work, the organics orientation in psychiatry conceives the mental illness as a deviation of normal patterns of brain’s morphophysiology.

Berlinguer (1954), Canguilem (1961) and Foucault (1963) showed the disease historical character defying the organics prejudices and were willing to destroy the routine knowledge. Let us take a while to analyse Michel Foucault’s book “Naissance de la Clinique”. We must refer that in this author there is a history without subject, where ideologies precede the creative labour of men and women. It comes out of him a fatalist resignation, where discontinuity in itself seems to be far away of the traditional Aristotle’s vision on human behaviour. Let us go back to the “Naissance de la Clinique”. This book states that the rupture which gives way to the modern medicine is the path from a space of ideal representation, taxonomic and artificial to a profound real and objective space. That is, the passage of a place
where disease is configured, seen as nosographic, to a place where disease is located, the individual body space. At the same time, there is no signal of a more perfect conceptual re-definition of medical language, through the term of the metaphoric and the qualitative, but we can see the emergence of a new language. Classical Medicine sees itself as a taxonomic medicine that is elaborated taking into account the natural history model. And, because of that model, classical medicine presents, as subject, the superficial look of the physician and, as object, the classification of diseases.

With the birth of clinic, at the end of the 17th century, new steps were taken and the rupture happens. The first clinic in the beginning of the 18th century does not aim to create a nosography but “bringing together and make sensible” the already existent nosographic space. It is subjected to a theoretical elaboration that precedes it. Classical Medicine did not depend on perception. Its object was the rational space of illnesses taxonomy and the function of looking at, was to think instead of defining the essences. So, the observer is the real knowledge producer. Disease is inaccessible to knowledge. At the end of the 18th century, the huge difference between symptom and disease disappears; disease is no longer hidden within the unknowable; its nature mixes up with the phenomenon of its sensitive manifestation. A disease is taken as a set of symptoms perceptible through the eyes. It should also be taken into account the difference between symptom and sign, whilst it is the symptom that allows the distinction of a pathological phenomenon; it is also the sign of a disease (a sign of itself, since the essence of the disease is nothing but a set of symptoms). Thus it becomes clear that the clinic’s fields of action are the signs and the symptoms - an area of perception and language, hence real in itself is submitted to the language model.

Comparing clinics to classical medicine (where the nosology of diseases preceded the objective study), Foucault states that the former is basically an investigation developed in relation to signs and symptoms; reason why there is a specific type of relation between perception and language.

During the 19th century, clinic maintains its course of rupture by transforming itself into an anatomy- clinic. With Bichat, in the early 19th century, the concept of disease abandons the ideal and becomes corporal and analytic. The anatomy-clinic synthesizes the methods of clinic and pathological anatomy: the clinic that makes an effort to read the pathological symptoms and pathological anatomy that studies tissues changes. Hence, two heterogeneous entities are interrelated: symptoms and tissues. This relation allows that anatomy-clinic to overcome the function of proceeding to symptomatic or tissue analyses – it creates a new space of medical perception – the sick body.

The possibility of looking inside the sick body is the big transformation introduced by anatomy-clinic. Consequently, disease ceases to be a nosological entity to become an identified by the lesion reality. The disease space is inside the organism space. Disease is the sick body. With Bichat, who is Broussais contemporaneous, it is completed the process of transformation from where modern medicine came up. And what was invisible in classical medicine becomes visible with modern medicine. What is taxonomical becomes corporal space! But is it possible to find a space without verbalization of the pathological? Obviously no! The study of medical
language is necessary to the archaeological analyses since it becomes the key complement of the eyes. In fact, vision seems to be more important than language, but to see and to say are complementary aspects. Isn’t it true that archaeology is a speech analysis whilst tries to articulate it with non-discursive formations?

After what we said before the body, even when it is seen under the new ideas of complexity (and, here I remind Prigogine and Morin) is observed by physicians accordingly to its somatic-therapies, socio-therapies and psycho-therapies. And even when the physician acts under the new theories of the medical model, looking at the patients and not to the diseases, preferring a clinical examination, where the diagnostic, the prognostic, the semiology, the symptomatology, the therapeutics and the medicine doses are based on the patient’s speech and not in pictures, a priori, produced by the traditional medical knowledge. Practicing a gestaltic medical act in opposition to etiological practice, homeopathic or allopathic – the language used to report the observation of the body is almost always anatomy-clinical and, even if it takes place at a prevention level it keeps on viewing the body as something that is susceptible of getting several diseases. We could listen to Brian Goodwin (2002) when he says: “Our science is a quantitative one. But, notions such as health can not be reduced to quantitative data (…) we have to develop a qualitative science which incorporates the quantitative aspects. This will be the great challenge to the 21st century”.

Human Motricity Science, assuming that Man is an itinerant and praxeological Being in his way to transcendence, and that motricity is the ability to centrifugal or centripetal movement, looks at the body as capacity to superseding and fantasy. Man differs from things because he knows to be in an intentional movement towards transcendence, i.e., to reality as a totality. Transcendence allows the possible in Human history. That’s why it is difficult to Man to close himself within the limits of immanence. Besides, what is Man’s hope? Isn’t it the capacity to go beyond what is here? Isn’t it what liberates us from the immediate present? Isn’t it what takes us to explore the world of the possible? Hope is, as I see it, presence and presentation of the possible that we wish for. The tensions that hope causes in each one of us, manifests itself in motricity.

The main task is to present human motricity as a science, in a broad and in a narrow sense, reassuring the strict character of its methodology and its own object. And, if we understand human motricity as the energy and the intentional movement act towards transcendence (the truth, in original sense, is the opening of possibilities in Heidegger’s words) we have to emphasize subjectivity, since all intentionality is within us before it gets to the world; human motricity is a condition to the possibility of a truly human praxis. Human motricity looks for sense that previously was given it by the subject. Nothing within human motricity can be reduced to the object because in itself it has a previous opening to subjectivity. But theory and contemplation are not enough to understand human motricity, because in the formal object of this science lies a subject that is an element of an historical process. The capacity of the human being to transcend in a bio-socio-cultural and spiritual level lies in health. Human motricity science is, by nature, biological, synergetic, ecologic, holistic and so, its conception of health does not settle in a biomedical concept. It starts from it but it knows that health holds in itself the biological as well as the intellectual and the spiritual aspects.
7. Pierre Parlebas Motor’s Praxeology

Across his work, Nietzsche (1844-1900) criticises Leibniz, Kant, Hegel and the classical science that is incapable of criticizing the Cartesian - Newtonian rationality and metaphysics in general. His critics announce a Dionysian liberation-knowledge, where an “open – reason” is no longer mislead with the “magister dixit”, with the Euro centrism or colonialism, machismo, capitalism and incorporates in its multicultural perspective reason’s own democratization since there is no global cognitive justice without social global justice. Pierre Parlebas, starting from universal ludo-motors, adopts the thesis that Physical Education will be transformed into an autonomous science, having as object the motor-action. He says “will be transformed”; I say that it has already transformed. The decolonisation of Physical Education brought up the birth of a new science. I agree with Boaventura Sousa Santos’ words: “The regulation – knowledge knows across a path that goes from conceived ignorance as disorder to the conceived knowledge as order, while the emancipation-knowledge knows across a path that goes from conceived ignorance as colonialism to the conceived knowledge as solidarity” (Santos, 2004).

Serrano Sánchez, graduated in Physical Education at Barcelona’s INEF, in the essay published in the series ICD of Investigación en Ciencias del Deporte (Consejo Superior de Deportes, 1997) admits that Physical Education scientificity suffers from deep controversies caused by a certain lack of definition concerning the study object and the name of the science; the dependent or independent character concerning other sciences; the absence of a theory with wide and visible acceptance by the scientific community, as well as an appropriated method to its investigation. But with a tough critic he sets aside the hypotheses of an autonomous-discipline, since, and according to this author, “we can loose the unity of our knowledge […] the fundamental feature of our discipline, due to the nature of its object, which is the multidisciplinarity. The need of a multidisciplinary approach comes in first place as a “particular historical reality of our science” because it holds within itself several contents born in other sciences, especially the ones with a biological mark. I allow myself to distinguish this piece of Serrano Sánchez prose that I quote in the original language:

“Cuando se argumentan propuestas en tomo a nuestro objeto, casi siempre surge el problema de su dualidad que se revela en las diversas conceptualizaciones que de él se hacen. Intentar definir nuestra ciencia a partir del concepto de movimiento de los ejercicios físicos, de la conducta motriz o de la acción motriz, podría ser comparado al dualismo-cartesiano psique-soma, aunque en esta ocasión el dualismo se establece entre el hombre y su movimiento […] Más que dicotomizar, deberíamos reconocer una unión entre hombre-conducta motriz”.

---

2 “When we defend any proposal about our study object, we will mostly have a duality problem, whatever the conceptualization we can make about it. Trying to define our science upon the movement concept of physical exercises, or the motor conduct or motor action, could be compared to the Cartesian dualism psycho-soma although, at this point, dualism is established between man and his movement […] Rather than automatism, one should reckon the union between man and motor conduct.”
Let us attack the core of this author’s thesis: the concept of *motricity*, accordingly to phenomenology, comes from an original unity of Man with himself and of Man with the World and so, human motricity is the body-subject and not the body-object. There is no reason, whatsoever, to overvalue a man-action separation, because it doesn’t exist, always when motricity is the main question and bearing in mind the self organisation phenomenon in a living organism. The inseparable union man-action is a motricity presupposition. And it is by recognizing this union between man and action that we move forward into a new Science of Man that Serrano Sanchèz does not accept, sice he believes that an autonomous science steals the unity a makes it fragile, in the wide world of knowledge, the area of expertise in which he works. If Human motricity represents the effective unity of a Being that moves intentionally and in this unity finds the mark that originates his movement, it is not understandable that we shouldn’t integrate ourselves in the plurality of social and human sciences as the human motricity science and because physical education, with all its usual spontaneous epistemology must legitimate the goals, the criteria, the methods and the techniques of a scientific area.

Unless the reasons can be found in a corporativism distant from the present crisis of traditional paradigms, “the epistemological problems are not limited to the issues that concern the internal coherence conditions of the statement but they have to be faced with issues of other content. These aspects include those of an institutional nature connected to the political and economic organization of society and that will restrain the scientific knowledge development” (Luz, 1994).

Physical Education can only be understood when grounded in a science infrastructure and so it is not licit to build by itself, a paradigm, because it does not hold in itself some of the fundamental propositions that constitute an epistemic frame. Physical Education has a certain type of autonomy, with its own rules and a certain kind of dependence related to the scientific paradigm where it is included. As Musical Education, Medical Education, Legal Education, Mathematics Education, and so on, but it doesn’t have all the correct features of a paradigm.

When Serrano Sánchez states³: “when someone claims for knowledge unity (…) he is stating a positive attitude enabling to stop the knowledge split of a certain discipline. When this statement goes together with an autonomous science demand, then the former attitude would be considered as an optimistic ontology allowing knowing the whole object and, as a consequence, keeping the unit of the discipline knowledge. No autonomous science has the total knowledge of the known object, hence, the existence of interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinary approaches. If interdisciplinarity may be understood as cooperation between several disciplines while testing the same part of real and the elaboration of a synthesis that takes into account methods, laws and applications, it is obvious that interdisciplinarity holds a disciplinarity properly grounded and conscious of its limits… that inter and transdisciplinary approaches try to solve. The meaning of an autonomous discipline is that there is a body of knowledge and results that produces a doubtless scientific

³ “Cuando alguien apela a la unidad del conocimiento (...) se está haciendo una declaración que manifiesta una actitud positiva, según la cual es posible frenar la división del conocimiento de una disciplina dada. Cuando esa declaración se junta con una demanda de ciencia autónoma, entonces la actitud inicial se reviste de un optimismo ontológico que viene a afirmar la posibilidad de conocer todo el objeto y en consecuencia mantener, desde la nueva disciplina, unido nuestro conocimiento”
object, which Physical Education can not do because it is a sub-discipline, as I see it, of Human Motricity Science. The Physical Education autonomy, by fulfilling itself in rupture with the epistemological ground, which assures it a disciplinary-scientificity status, pushes itself down to a second class discipline, because it makes hard to clarify the key-concepts that are its basics that is what Serrano Sánchez acknowledges.\footnote{\textit{Hemos convivido con concepciones mecanicistas, energéticas, conductistas, cognitivas, sociales y culturales de nuestro objeto. Más que excluirse, esas concepciones se complementan entre sí.}} We have been living with mechanic, energetic, conductive, cognitive, cultural and social conceptualizations of our study object. Rather than excluding concepts these should be seen as complementing conceptualizations”. But in order to be complementary, they must be included in the same process of scientific construction and theoretical reconstruction of human motricity, conceiving a rupture with the \textit{spontaneous evidences}, the traditional corporativism and the ideological dogmatisms.

So, in my viewpoint, Physical Education \textit{science} is the Human Motricity Science. If communication and argumentation are needed to get an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary meta-discourse, only a science from where Physical Education comes may give a finer credibility and intelligibility to the whole of this scientific area. And I am not referring to the expressions \textit{sport science} or \textit{sport sciences} or as usual in Spain, \textit{sport and physical activities sciences}. All of these terms sound as incomplete expressions. The expression \textit{sport science} is a mixture of theories and methodologies that belong to other scientific areas. As I see it, there are no \textit{sport sciences} but \textit{sciences in sport}. The Sport science tends to reduce the human motricity to the sportive practice and theory. And, then again, our area is placed in a second degree of scientific knowledge. If science is a discourse, sports’ discourse became one of the most important features of the Human Motricity Science. Human Motricity is a wider and deeper concept, nobler and richer than all sport can give. Sport is valuable because it is human motricity hence it is transcendence, an attempt to supersede the bio, axiological and spiritual limits. The expression \textit{sport and physical activities science} is just a build up of several disciplines with no reference to the roots enabling an epistemological construction, before sports and physical activity turns into human motricity.

**Human Motricity Science aims to develop Man’s knowledge through the intentional act** as stated by Pierre Parlebas. According to this author, it is the praxiology as a motor action science that justifies the traditional area of physical education and sport. Nevertheless I believe that human motricity science, the way I see it, enlarges the universe of the Human Motricity discourse. Anyway I follow Pierre Parlebas when defending the existence of an autonomous science, grounded on the human motricity as it is required by the liberation - knowledge.

As stated by Thomas Kuhn (1972) in \textit{The Structure of Scientific Revolutions}, no type of research is conducted “without an implicit minimum of theoretical and interdependent methodological certainties that allow the selection, evaluation and critics”. But, in science’s historical evolution, certainties aren’t always the same, hence the birth and death of paradigms. The specificity of phenomenology in this field of epistemology we have the movement that goes from science, as a \textit{fact}, to its \textit{radical justification}. Why shouldn’t we consider Human Motricity as the radical justification of “our area”, if Human Motricity can not be an experimental science seeking for steady laws, but rather a hermeneutic science looking for meanings?
Human Motricity Science study object is not just the moving Being; moreover it studies a Being that intentionally moves. As we stated above, to the French philosopher Maurice Blondel (1973) “in action lies to think and to be”; to Alain Berthoz (2003) “the act always aims a goal sustained by intentionality”. And what is meant by “filosofia della praxis” in Antônio Gramsci (1971) and the “homo ludens” in Johan Huizinga (1955) either than “within all act lies human complexity”?

In my viewpoint, motricity means all of this. And I should add the Marxist observation that no individual is completely isolated since he lives within a set of social relations. There is no subject aside the historical conditions from which it emerges nor the praxis with which it acts and reacts. This is the point that makes me move beyond Merleau-Ponty: as I see it, dialectics between conscience and the outside world is produced and developed in praxis, namely in work. The experienced integrates the social practice. Besides, the individual conscience may not be conceived far from a social practice that ties it to a certain society. So, deconstructing Physical Education as a macro concept and a pre-science (as well as the irreplaceable role in the historical process of creation and development of Human Motricity Science) a new area stands before us, in the core of human and social sciences, having human motricity as its object either in a scientific level or in an institutional and ethic level, once in the same conditions of concreteness, in its poiésis, it aims to know and serve Man.

To safely walk into a specific Human Motricity Science (what is firmly rejected by Serrano Sánchez) means:

- to reject a pluralism that is mislead with parcelling, division, fracture of a whole (e.g.: sports practice comes from Human Motricity and not the opposite);
- to reject normative rules from traditional physical education free of all epistemological and axiological elements, because Human Motricity includes norms and values, counting the gnoseological ones;
- to reject any sociological or biomedical deviations, once Human Motricity did not overcome the space of a mere parcel from a wider and more complex whole;
- to sign that Human Motricity Science aims an epistemological framework characterized with other sciences dignity, whilst transcendence intentional movement (or superseding) is a social practice that separates it from all other practices;
- to sign that the epistemological difference in this and other areas of knowledge, integrates differences between body and soul, as it persists by religious reasons;
- at last, to sign that in the act of transcending there is no the expectation of whim, or the awakening of a growing pride, because superseding is just possible when it is happens at all the being levels without forgetting the axiological one leading us to a superior dimension of humanity.

Therefore, Man is body-soul-nature-desire-society considered as an inexorable and intentional anxiety towards transcendence.

Following Clifford Geertz Interpretative Anthropology (1992), this call towards transcendence does not allow any outlined and efficient systematized methodology that looks at culture as text, context and system. From culture as text I move to Human Motricity as text, where, either than laws there is a search for meanings. “There is a history or corporeity that is body’s presence in the history culture,
noticeable through the allegorical speeches of the body across the history of Thought and the metaphors about the body in art’s history” (Ribeiro, 1997). But isn’t it true that after all, in corporeity’s history its corporeal closeness is denied confirmed by the expression floating significant in Marcel Mauss (1953)?

In scientific knowledge, especially in the world of the human, there is an obvious growing independence and a necessary solidarity between probability and determinism. This is why the scientific regulation of Human Motricity Science can not be mathematically exact. In Parlebas praxeology, Serrano Sánchez discovers a number of limits and too many weaknesses. It would be odd if it was otherwise while it is through the recognition of its present weaknesses that Science can find its agenda for future investigation. Anyway I agree with Parlebas when, he finds the boundaries between Human Motricity and the others in the knowledge chart; not in order to create a feud, an island or a trencher, but because no one can claim today the exclusiveness of several and different knowledge. Moreover, interdisciplinary and trandisciplinary approaches hold a straight and solidary disciplinarity. If we do not want “our area” to be invaded and conquered by physicians and psychologists we must have well grounded arguments distinctive of an autonomous science. Here again I go beyond Parlebas message; in fact, it is not enough to understand a paradigm as culture, in the general sense of a defining vision in a wide experience area. I declare the existence of Human Science Motricity starting from existential criteria, theoretical-logical of scientific and institutional basic principles. Although every methodology should value self-criticism needed to keep an open dialogue with other methods (we shall not forget “everything goes” in Feyerband) and… creativity!

The fact that the Physical Education’s leap to Human Motricity Science means complexification transforming this area into a wide place of other science’s interactions, but we have to define the boundaries as for instance it is claimed to psychiatry in José Gameiro (1992). “Each branch of knowledge is built along its life as a theoretical body, around key-concepts that keep on changing to the rhythm of knowledge advances. If we take as an example Medicine we will see that in the last one hundred years there was a progress from the study of descriptive anatomy to the cellular biology and immunology”.

So, Human Motricity should come up as a system open to other science and cultural systems, with its own self-poiesis and self-organization keeping on track with the historical process, with the coming up of new characteristics and new interactions as well as with the capacity to clearly choose its epistemic analysers: health, amusement, education, show and efficiency. According to Paul Ricoeur (1955), there is a close relationship between History and Philosophy since, “the history of philosophy is revealed with the retaking of historians’ history, led by philosophical conscientious awareness”. That means that History is Philosophy’s fulfilment space, the same to all men and things. By theorizing Man (body-soul-nature-desire-society), Human Motricity Science in the transcendence movement follows the continuous reformulation process crossing the History of Ideas well expressed in the refusal of the firmly established and definitely acquired “made ideas”. According to Gaston Bachelard (1983) “scientific knowledge must be rebuilt at every moment”. Within a science level, tradition mostly gives us an immediate experience of reality. On the other hand, scientific knowledge goes beyond the immediate experience from reality given by the common sense. Besides, we have to have in account that
sciences evolve in accordance to the knowledge instruments they possess, and that those instruments keep on transforming and developing themselves.

Human Motricity Science uses José Barata Moura words: “essence is not a property or a patrimony that one has, it is a to be that one practices” and also Paul Ricoeur’s (1969) statement: “the question of truth is no longer the question of method but the manifestation of Being, for a Being whose existence consists in the understanding of to be”. The human being lives in a permanent exercise of superseding and reaching a wider own comprehension because here he feels motivated. The global motivation action implies a goal, a meaning; and the best motivation is to have the capacity to overcome as an objective. Actually, in this action Man reckons himself as a value. And to be able to succeed is not primary physical; it is located at the level of the lived body (whilst biology, anthropology and nature sciences refer to the body in its visible and objective dimension). Human Motricity Science reckons in a person, the organism, the lived body, the desire, the affectivity and the language. Only through the judgemental thought and the physical we would be able to built thinking machines.

Human Motricity Science is a science of Man where he pre-exists to the theories and methods, the reason why it is in permanent construction.

**CONCLUSION**

What do we aim with the creation of a Human Motricity Science?

First of all, we intend to supply a theoretical matrix to a field of knowledge that is not usually seen as an autonomous science. Human motricity is virtuosity to the action of a Being that goes after transcendence. This intentional movement towards more-Being is visible in a clear shape and inexorable.

I suggest reorganization where Bachelard’s epistemological rupture and Kuhn incommensurability become visible. As a macro concept, physical education does no longer exist. I see it as a pre-science of Human Motricity Science or as a pedagogical branch of this science.

The still named Physical Education teachers have a far more rich profession than those of educators of… bodies or physics. From an epistemological point of view, the expression physical education (and we know how the omnipotence and omnipresence of speech is probably the essential dimension of our time) becomes unfitted with a global and coherent meaning to its theoretical production. There are no teachers of physics… but teachers of men in their intentional movement towards transcendence!

After all this is the field where sport blooms, and the new science of Man that I name as Human Motricity Science.

Human Motricity Science epistemological plans are plentiful since it is so necessary a unifying idea of men in intentional movement towards transcendence as it is the expertise of the particular knowledge that constitute them. To organize a plurality of heterogeneous knowledge is not to obtain the unity of diverse, but it is the first step to integrate heterogeneous knowledge. In what concerns Human Motricity Science
we have to realize that it is developed in the empiric-positive, logical-reflexive, phenomenological-existential, phenomenological-ontological and political plans. In the empiric-positive plan, Man is the object of sciences. In the logical-reflexive plan, Man studies himself as a subject agent, promoter of science and culture. In the phenomenological-existential plan, each man is an unrepeatable subjectivity and the value of subjectivity is required as in Kierkegaard (1941) before the Hegelian philosophy. The individual existence becomes a theme for Human Motricity Science. In the phenomenological-ontological plan, Man is studied as an origin subject with a bodily movement…which is the meaning of the Being that moves. In the political plan, the goal of all dualisms is demanded and it is stated that a science does not come up just through epistemological motives. The human roadway is transcendence through which the human being surpasses the limits of his situation in the World and puts himself in a aware and willing path in relation to absolute becoming real when Human Being knows he exists beyond what he is offered.

Recognizing that this issue is not compatible with a simple approach, it may be concluded that it does not seem possible to define a method for Human Motricity Science accounting the plurality of methods and epistemological plans interpreting and embodying it (as it happens with other social and human sciences). The theory of information, Cybernetics and Theory of systems talk about order, disorder and organization. So, it is needed to move towards the construction of a meta-problematic that results in the inter-subjective comprehension of human motricity. In other words, standing before the smashing of old mental prejudices and actual rupture manifestations, it is licit to walk towards the creation of a new science in which the human motricity phenomenon might be systematically identified, described and analysed without falling into a methodical solipsism that Karl-Otto Apel (1994) refuses because all human action may be settled by many formulas. All of this within the complexity paradigm in which, certainty and uncertainty, the particular and the global, the whole and the parts, order and disorder find themselves complete and superseded.
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